Booklist for communications
Halloween/Fall - All ages
Harry Potter: a history of magic
British Library
“Published in conjunction with the special exhibition Harry Potter: A
History of Magic (coming to the New-York Historical Society after a
record-breaking sold-out run at the British Library), this complete
catalogue of the over 150 artifacts on display gives readers an
up-close look at magical treasures from all over the world. “
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b28841487?searchId=18858087&recordIndex=1&
page=1

The Graveyard Book (10 - adult)
Neil Gaiman
“Bod is an unusual boy who inhabits an unusual place--he's the only living
resident of a graveyard. Raised from infancy by the ghosts, werewolves,
and other cemetery denizens, Bod has learned the antiquated customs of
his guardians' time as well as their ghostly teachings--such as the ability to
Fade so mere mortals cannot see him.
Can a boy raised by ghosts face the wonders and terrors of the worlds of
both the living and the dead?”
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/9b1edf01-4fb4-dd6a-a1ab-d85a24b67883/H
ome?searchId=18858161&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

Small Spaces & Dead Voices (Middle Grade ages 9-11)
Katherine Arden
After suffering a tragic loss, eleven-year-old Ollie
only finds solace in books. As she begins to read
the slender volume, Ollie discovers a chilling story
about a girl named Beth, the two brothers who
both loved her, and a peculiar deal made with "the
smiling man," a sinister specter who grants your

most tightly held wish, but only for the ultimate price. Ollie is captivated by the tale until her
school trip the next day to Smoke Hollow, a local farm with a haunting history all its own. There
she stumbles upon the graves of the very people she's been reading about. On the way home,
the school bus breaks down, sending their teacher back to the farm for help. As the trio head
out into the woods to search for help --bordered by a field of scarecrows that seem to be
watching them--the bus driver has just one final piece of advice for Ollie and her friends: "Avoid
large places. Keep to small." Dead Voices is a terrifying follow-up to Small Spaces with thrills
and chills galore and the captive foreboding of a classic ghost story.
PIKA link for Small Spaces:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/98ca5740-10f3-c22e-d943-11faa27b0a2a/H
ome?searchId=18861416&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local
PIKA link for Dead Voices:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b29113106?searchId=18861465&recordIndex=1&
page=1

House of Penance (Graphic Novel - Adult)
Peter Tomasi
A horrific take on the true story of the Winchester haunted house and one
woman's mission to wash away the blood curse of the Winchester rifle
from claiming her own life and soul. This is a tale about guilt, ghosts, and
guns...of how fortune brings misfortune, as a grim and determined woman
oversees the construction of a house twenty four hours a day for twenty
years with the simple motto of keep busy building or get busy dying.

PIKA link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b27882421?searchId=18862286&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Wilder Girls (Teen)
Rory Power
A feminist Lord of the Flies about three best friends living in quarantine at
their island boarding school, and the lengths they go to uncover the truth
of their confinement when one disappears. This fresh, new debut is a
mind-bending novel unlike anything you've read before. It's been
eighteen months since the Raxter School for Girls was put under
quarantine. Since the Tox hit and pulled Hetty's life out from under her. It
started slow. First the teachers died one by one. Then it began to infect
the students, turning their bodies strange and foreign. Now, cut off from

the rest of the world and left to fend for themselves on their island home, the girls don't dare
wander outside the school's fence, where the Tox has made the woods wild and dangerous.
They wait for the cure they were promised as the Tox seeps into everything. But when Byatt
goes missing, Hetty will do anything to find her, even if it means breaking quarantine and
braving the horrors that lie beyond the fence. And when she does, Hetty learns that there's more
to their story, to their life at Raxter, than she could have ever thought true.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/325837f4-8c0b-d3cf-b7b7-64a8b17919a8/H
ome?searchId=18868522&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local
.
This Was Our Pact
Ryan Andrews
It's the night of the annual Autumn Equinox Festival, when the town
gathers to float paper lanterns down the river. Legend has it that after
drifting out of sight, they'll soar off to the Milky Way and turn into brilliant
stars. This year, Ben and his classmates are determined to find out
where those lanterns really go, and they made a pact with two simple
rules: No one turns for home. No one looks back.The plan is to follow
the river on their bikes for as long as it takes to learn the truth, but it isn't
long before the pact is broken by all except for Ben and (much to Ben's
disappointment) Nathaniel, the one kid who just doesn't seem to fit in.
Together, Nathaniel and Ben will travel down a winding road full of magic, wonder, and
unexpected friendship.**And a talking bear.
Pika Link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/aec567fa-3780-e26c-faea-49d03c642239/H
ome?searchId=18868594&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

These Witches Don’t Burn (teen)
Isabel Sterling
Hannah's a witch, but not the kind you're thinking of. She's the real deal,
an Elemental with the power to control fire, earth, water, and air. But even
though she lives in Salem, Massachusetts, her magic is a secret she has
to keep to herself. If she's ever caught using it in front of a Reg (read:
non-witch), she could lose it. For good. So, Hannah spends most of her
time avoiding her ex-girlfriend (and fellow Elemental Witch) Veronica,
hanging out with her best friend, and working at the Fly by Night Cauldron
selling candles and crystals to tourists, goths, and local Wiccans. But
dealing with her ex is the least of Hannah's concerns when a terrifying
blood ritual interrupts the end-of-school-year bonfire. Evidence of dark magic begins to appear

all over Salem, and Hannah's sure it's the work of a deadly Blood Witch. The issue is, her coven
is less than convinced, forcing Hannah to team up with the last person she wants to see:
Veronica. While the pair attempt to smoke out the Blood Witch at a house party, Hannah meets
Morgan, a cute new ballerina in town. But trying to date amid a supernatural crisis is easier said
than done, and Hannah will have to test the limits of her power if she's going to save her coven
and get the girl, especially when the attacks on Salem's witches become deadlier by the day.
Isabel Sterling's delightful, suspenseful debut is equal parts sweet romance and thrilling
mystery. With everything she loves on the line, Hannah must confront this murderous villain
before her coven--and any chance she has with the new girl--is destroyed.
Pika Link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/549ee5dc-85a7-5243-ca88-a019c484f002/H
ome?searchId=18868687&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

The Bone Garden by Heather Kassner (Fiction - Middle Grade)
Harmony House by Nic Sheff (Fiction - Teen)

Sabrina: Season of the Witch (teen)
Sarah Rees Brennan
It's the summer before her sixteenth birthday, and Sabrina Spellman
knows her world is about to change. She's always studied magic and
spells with her aunts, Hilda and Zelda. But she's also lived a normal
mortal life -- attending Baxter High, hanging out with her friends Susie
and Roz, and going to the movies with her boyfriend, Harvey Kinkle. Now
time is running out on her every day, normal world, and leaving behind
Roz and Susie and Harvey is a lot harder than she thought it would be.
Especially because Sabrina isn't sure how Harvey feels about her. Her
cousin Ambrose suggests performing a spell to discover Harvey's true
feelings. But when a mysterious wood spirit interferes, the spell backfires. in a big way. Sabrina
has always been attracted to the power of being a witch. But now she can't help wondering if
that power is leading her down the wrong path. Will she choose to forsake the path of light and
follow the path of night? Our exclusive prequel novel will reveal a side of Sabrina not seen on
the new NETFLIX show. What choice will Sabrina make... and will it be the right one?
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b2912315x?searchId=18869355&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Scooby Doo Apocalypse vol. 1 - 3 (Graphic Novel - Teen)
Keith Giffen
When the world is tossed into chaos, it's up to a group of meddling
kids-Fred, Daphne, Velma, Shaggy, and their dog, Scooby-Doo-to solve
the mystery and survive hordes of zombies! But can they save the day
and cure everyone or will they become brain-eating zombies? The
creatures of the night are among us, and the crew of the Mystery
Machine has to fight to survive-because in the apocalyptic badlands of
the near-future, the horrors are real! Hanna-Barbera has created some of
the most recognizable animated characters of all-time.
Pika Link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Union/Search?basicType=&genealogyType=&view=list&loo
kfor=scooby+doo+apocalypse&basicType=Keyword&searchSource=local

Pan's labyrinth: the labyrinth of the faun (Graphic Novel - Teen)
Cornelia Funke and Guilermo del Toro
Oscar winning writer-director Guillermo del Toro and bestselling
author Cornelia Funke have come together to transform del Toro's hit
movie Pan's Labyrinth into an epic and dark fantasy novel for readers
of all ages, complete with haunting illustrations and enchanting short
stories that flesh out the folklore of this fascinating world.
This spellbinding tale takes readers to a sinister, magical, and
war-torn world filled with richly drawn characters like trickster fauns,
murderous soldiers, child-eating monsters, courageous rebels, and a
long-lost princess hoping to be reunited with her family.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b29070880?searchId=18872408&recordIndex=3&
page=1
Strangers
David Robertson
When Cole Harper returns to Wounded Sky First Nation, he finds his
community in chaos: a series of murders, a mysterious illness ravaging
the population and reemerging questions about Cole's role in the tragedy
that drove him away ten years ago. With the aid of an unhelpful spirit, a
disfigured ghost and his two oldest friends, Cole tries to figure out his
purpose and unravel the mysteries he left behind a decade ago. Will he
find the answers in time to save his community?

Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b29113568?searchId=18909385&recordIndex=3&
page=1

Runaway Max (a Stranger Things Novel)
Brenna Yovanoff
Don't miss this gripping, emotional prequel to the hit Netflix series,
Stranger Things ! The never-before-told backstory of the beloved Dig Dug
maven, Max Mayfield, written by New York Times bestselling author
Brenna Yovanoff. This must-read novel, based on the hit Netflix series,
Stranger Things, explores Max's past--the good and the bad--as well as
how she came to find her newfound sense of home in Hawkins, Indiana.
Pika link:

https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b29065227?searchId=18919425&recordIndex=1&
page=1

I know what I saw: modern-day encounters with monsters of new
urban legend and ancient lore
Godfrey, Linda S,
The monsters of ancient mythology, folklore, and more contemporary
urban legend have long captured the popular imagination. While most
people in America today relegate monsters to just that--our
imaginations--we continue to be fascinated by the unknown. Linda
Godfrey is one of the country's leading authorities on modern-day
monsters and has interviewed countless eyewitnesses to strange
phenomena. Monsters evolve, taking on both new and familiar forms over
time and across cultures. In this well-researched book, Godfrey explores
uncanny encounters with werewolves, goatmen, Bigfoot, and more. In more than twenty-five
years spent "chasing" monsters, Godfrey has found that it often remains unclear whether the
sightings are simply mistaken animals, hoaxes, or coincidence. When all the speculation is said
and done, one question remains for fans and researchers- Are the creatures "real," or are they
entirely "other-world?" Godfrey suspects that it isn't an either/or question--our reality operates
on a scale from dense matter to realms the human eye cannot see. As Godfrey investigates
unexplained phenomena, her search for answers will fascinate casual observers and
enthusiasts alike.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b29140377?searchId=18919594&recordIndex=1&
page=1

I love paper: Paper Cutting Techniques and templates for
amazing toys, sculptures, props and costumes (Adult non-fiction)
Sundqvist, Fideli
Fall in love with the whimsical world of paper crafting and explore the
never-ending possibilities of handmade paper art with I Love Paper.
A practical book of inspiration with 40 paper projects, this illustrated
reference guide will teach you the basics of playing with paper. With a
comprehensive introduction to various basic techniques, I Love Paper
contains lots of tips, ideas and step-by-step instructions. Learn how to
create gorgeous pieces from paper cut artist Fideli Sundqvist, who will
guide you through all of the tricks and techniques to making adorable
and accessible paper projects.
Join the fold and try your hand at crafting an intricate and beautiful world, everything from
geometric figures, multi-storey buildings, flowers and various food dishes to how you build up
entire settings and stories in paper.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b22550549?searchId=18873538&recordIndex=6&
page=1

All you frightfully fun Halloween handbook (Adult non-fiction)
Nicksin, Carole
From adorable pumpkin families and classic jack-o-lanterns to
down-right scary giant spiders (eek!), the All You Frightfully Fun
Halloween Handbook packs in more cute and creepy crafts for
tabletops, porches and yards than you'll have room to display. Kids and
adults alike will marvel at the ingenious storybook costumes, like
Charlotte the Spider and Curious George, and shiver at the sight of our
graveyard-chic décor. The best part? Every idea comes with simple
instructions and a clear list of budget-friendly supplies you'll find online
or at nearby stores. And since no holiday celebration is complete
without delicious food for the whole family, our dozens of recipes for appetizers, main dishes,
sides and, of course, desserts, will satisfy even the hungriest vampires or zombies in your
brood. We've even included easy-bake treats so you can use up all that leftover candy
(Mmmm... Milky Way Pudding!). No matter whether you're gathering toddlers, teens or adults for
your annual spookfest, the All You Frightfully Fun Halloween Handbook offers low-cost,
big-bang ideas to ensure everyone a hauntingly good time.
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b24769113?searchId=18873538&recordIndex=9&
page=1

Best of Halloween tricks & treats ( Adult non-fiction)
Cool ideas for personalising any Halloween party From spooky to
whimsical and everything in between, Halloween Tricks and Treats is a
treasure-trove of neat ideas and helpful how-tos for adding a personal
touch to your Halloween parties and celebrations. You'll get
instructions for throwing Halloween parties that are festive for the
whole family and learn how to make Halloween decorations that will
transform your home into the spookiest place on the block. Plus, you'll
get tasty recipes for Halloween treats, easy-to-follow craft projects, and
step-by-step instructions for making handmade Halloween costumes
that are clever, creative, and fun. Geared toward families and
jam-packed with great ideas, you'll get * Halloween party ideas and
kitchen-tested recipes * Instructions for making handmade Halloween decorations and holiday
crafts * Halloween costume patterns and ideas for kids' games 'Halloween Tricks and Treats'
shows you how to have imaginative Halloween celebrations that are achievable for any level of
crafting ability.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b18084710?searchId=18873538&recordIndex=13
&page=1
Day of the Dead: 20 creative projects to make for your
party or celebration (Adult non-fiction)
Pascual, Paula
Celebrate The Day of the Dead with 20 Fun Projects! The
growing popularity of Dia de los Muertos --The Day of the
Dead--can be seen in the increased number of festivals, music
concerts, art fairs, altar nights, arts-and-crafts events, costume
contests, and candlelit processions (including the famed one
held at the Hollywood Forever Cemetery). Now you can bring
the essence of Mexico's beloved traditions to your own themed
party with this evocative guide that includes 20 practical
projects. Learn the origins and rituals of this special festival and how to: Create a respectful and
beautiful decorated altar with projects for Flor de Muerto (marigold paper pom-poms), Calavaras
(sugar skulls), Pan de Muerto (bread of the dead), Mezcal shooters, and more Find inspiration
in traditional Mexicana Art and Artisania to create projects such as Papel picado (cut-tissue
paper decorations), fairy light embellishments, embroidered napkins, and more Explore the
spectacular look of La Catrina (Mexico's skeleton lady) with ideas for women's and men's
costumes and instructions for facial art designs, a floral headdress, felt hat, and more You'll also
discover other ideas for events with a Day of the Dead theme, including poetry readings, music,
and dancing. Features a directory of Day of the Dead festivals and parades.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b28180069?searchId=18873557&recordIndex=5&
page=2

Artful Halloween: 31 frightfully elegant projects (Adult
non-fiction)
Wasinger, Susan
These 30+ costume, pumpkin, and home-decorating ideas are not
just beautiful--they are scary beautiful. From unique pumpkin
decorations to a "blood"-splashed dinner-party centerpiece to a
Yard Specter made from two poles, a string of lights, and torn,
draped fabric, these creepy but stylish Halloween projects will give
your home a spooky, sophisticated look . . . with gothic flair!

Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b20016682?searchId=18873557&recordIndex=6&
page=2

Extreme Halloween: the ultimate guide to making
Halloween scary again
Nardone, Tom
All new diabolical ideas from the bestselling author of Extreme
Pumpkins -- the ultimate guide to reviving the grisly true spirit
of Halloween. From baking hemorrhaging desserts to burying
family and friends alive, the outrageous projects in this guide
will inspire readers to transform the house, the yard, the kids,
and the wardrobe for the scariest Halloween ever. Some of the
spooky ideas include: * Alligator in the Leaf Pile * Toilet Bowl of
Candy * Fog Your Yard * Buried Alive * Turning a Garage into
a Haunted House * A Cake that Bleeds * Costumes to Disturb and Amuse For any fan of
Halloween, this extreme celebration will spook, inspire, and help freak out the neighbors.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b18084370?searchId=18873557&recordIndex=18
&page=2
Stiff: the curious lives of human cadavers (adult, non-fiction)
Mary Roach
An oddly compelling, often hilarious exploration of the strange lives of our
bodies postmortem. For 2,000 years, cadavers--some willingly, some
unwittingly--have been involved in science's boldest strides and weirdest
undertakings. They've tested France's first guillotines, ridden the NASA
Space Shuttle, been crucified in a Parisian laboratory to test the
authenticity of the Shroud of Turin, and helped solve the mystery of TWA
Flight 800. For every new surgical procedure--from heart transplants to

gender reassignment surgery--cadavers have been there alongside surgeons, making history in
their quiet way. In this fascinating, ennobling account, Mary Roach visits the good deeds of
cadavers over the centuries--from the anatomy labs and human-sourced pharmacies of
medieval and nineteenth-century Europe to a human decay research facility in Tennessee, to a
plastic surgery practice lab, to a Scandinavian funeral directors' conference on human
composting. In her droll, inimitable voice, Roach tells the engrossing story of our bodies when
we are no longer with them.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/0734880b-7996-7864-241e-26f7a19de1f2/H
ome?searchId=18873510&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

Spook: science tackles the afterlife (adult, non-fiction)
Mary Roach
What happens when we die? Does the light just go out and that's thatthe
million-year nap? Or will some part of my personality, my me-ness
persist? What will that feel like? What will I do all day? Is there a place to
plug in my lap-top?" In an attempt to find out, Mary Roach brings her
tireless curiosity to bear on an array of contemporary and historical
soul-searchers: scientists, schemers, engineers, mediums, all trying to
prove (or disprove) that life goes on after we die. She begins the journey
in rural India with a reincarnation researcher and ends up in a University
of Virginia operating room where cardiologists have installed equipment
near the ceiling to study out-of-body near-death experiences. Along the way, she enrolls in an
English medium school, gets electromagnetically haunted at a university in Ontario, and visits a
Duke University professor with a plan to weigh the consciousness of a leech. Her historical
wanderings unearth soul-seeking philosophers who rummaged through cadavers and calves'
heads, a North Carolina lawsuit that established legal precedence for ghosts, and the last
surviving sample of "ectoplasm" in a Cambridge University archive.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/7ec343aa-6b12-9651-b427-05e35743533b/
Home?searchId=18873510&recordIndex=3&page=1&searchSource=local

The Raven Boys
Maggie Stiefvater
An all-new series from the masterful #1 New York Times bestselling
author Maggie Stiefvater!
Legend holds that Glendower, a vanished Welsh king, sleeps beneath
the hills until he's needed. The first person to find him will be granted a
wish-either by seeing him open his eyes, or by cutting out his heart.
Gansey has it all-family money, a car, time for extracurriculars and
friends-but he's always loved the tales of sleeping kings. He thinks he's

found one, too, or at least the area where one might be: in the town of Henrietta, Virginia. And
the best way to be there is to attend the prestigious Aglionby Academy for Boys.
Blue is the daughter of the town psychic in Henrietta, Virginia, but is too practical to believe in
things like spirits or true love. Her policy is to stay away from Aglionby boys...but it may be that
one in particular can change her mind about magic, and maybe even love.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/a809974d-3b5c-b1ff-a531-643a5287c7bd/H
ome?searchId=18920409&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

Through the Woods
Emily Carroll
Discover a terrifying world in the woods in this collection of five
hauntingly beautiful graphic stories that includes the online
webcomic sensation "His Face All Red," in print for the first time.
Journey through the woods in this sinister, compellingly spooky
collection that features four brand-new stories and one
phenomenally popular tale in print for the first time. These are fairy
tales gone seriously wrong, where you can travel to "Our Neighbor's
House"--though coming back might be a problem. Or find yourself a
young bride in a house that holds a terrible secret in "A Lady's
Hands Are Cold." You might try to figure out what is haunting "My Friend Janna," or discover
that your brother's fiancée may not be what she seems in "The Nesting Place." And of course
you must revisit the horror of "His Face All Red," the breakout webcomic hit that has been
gorgeously translated to the printed page. Already revered for her work online, award-winning
comic creator Emily Carroll's stunning visual style and impeccable pacing is on grand display in
this entrancing anthology, her print debut.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b22064734?searchId=18920437&recordIndex=1&
page=1

The Cottage on Pumpkin and Vine (adult fiction)
Kate Angell
It's time for the annual Halloween costume party at the cottage on
Pumpkin and Vine, the perfect place to celebrate the pleasures of the
season. Guests return to the picturesque B & B year after year to snuggle
up in its cozy rooms, explore the quiet, tree-lined streets and enjoy all the
spooky fun of the holiday. But local legend whispers that it's also a place
where wishes have a strange way of coming true. For three unsuspecting
revelers, it's going to be an enchanted weekend of candy corn kisses and
midnight black kittens, along with some real Halloween surprises-the kind
that make your heart skip a beat-for many more celebrations to come..

Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b25062451?searchId=18920458&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Extreme Pumpkin Carving (adult non-fiction)
Vic Hood & Jack A. Williams
Create the best jack-o'-lantern on the block by taking a fresh approach
to the old Halloween tradition! This book shows you how to use
relief-carving techniques to create realistic features like cheeks, lips
and eyebrows that really make your pumpkins come alive. Learn to
carve 20 fun three-dimensional faces and scenes in solid pumpkins
(no hollowing necessary) using tools ranging from kitchen knives to
carving gouges and chisels. Complete information is provided for
getting started, including an overview of tools and tips for finding the
best pumpkin to work with.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/f45c02a2-01fd-fe58-2fca-26f0ecd3efde/Hom
e?searchId=18920488&recordIndex=2&page=1&searchSource=local

Purely Pumpkin: more than 100 wholesome recipes to share,
savor, and warm your kitchen ( adult non-fiction)
Allison Day
Bring these comforting, relaxing, healthy recipes to the plates, bowls,
and mugs of your home this year. The beginning of fall brings buzz
and excitement around all things pumpkin. From the huggable lattes
we eagerly await all year to the homemade roasted pumpkin seeds
whipped up after carving a jack-o'-lantern on Halloween to the first (or
third) slice of pie during the holidays, there's a place for pumpkin in
everyone's heart. In her new cookbook, Purely Pumpkin , Allison Day,
popular blogger and creator of the award-winning YummyBeet.com,
brings the cozy warmth of pumpkin into our homes with a seasonal, whole foods recipe set and
earthy food photography. With savory and sweet recipes for all meals of the day--including a
mouthwatering pumpkin dessert chapter--it's the cookbook your home shouldn't be without
during the fall and winter months. Homemade pumpkin spice latte variations along with
wholesome meals ideal for every day and holidays are tucked into this plentiful pumpkin
volume. Utilizing pumpkin flesh, pumpkin puree, pumpkin seeds, pumpkin spice, pumpkin seed
oil, and heirloom pumpkins, there's something in Purely Pumpkin for every craving, festivity,
time constraint, and cooking level. As enjoyable to cook from as it is to flip through while curled
up next to a crackling fire, there's no better way to celebrate, share, and savor the pumpkin
harvest this season.

Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b25369842?searchId=18920535&recordIndex=1&
page=1

New England Soup Factory cookbook (adult non-fiction)
Marjorie Druker
More than 100 of the best soup recipes Boston has to offer
accompanied by fun stories and beautiful full-color
photography.
Marjorie Druker is passionate about soups. She fell in love with
soups when she first heard the story Stone Soup. After
attending Johnston & Whales, Marjorie created the menu for
the popular Boston Market restaurant chain, and soups were
always her favorite. "My niche is taking what people like to eat
and turning it into a soup," she says.
The New England Soup Factory restaurant has won the Best of Boston award four times.
People skip school to eat their soups. A pregnant in labor stopped by the restaurant on the way
to the hospital to satisfy a last-minute craving. New England Soup Factory soups are like no
other soups. And now you can recreate these delicious soups in your own home. The New
England Soup Factory Cookbook contains 100 of Boston's best-tasting traditional and creative
soup recipes. The book also includes a chapter on sandwiches and salads to accompany such
soups as . . .
New England Clam Chowder Wild Mushroom and Barley Soup Curried Crab and Coconut Soup
Raspberry-Nectarine Gazpacho Cucumber-Buttermilk Soup
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b17453124?searchId=18920554&recordIndex=1&
page=1

The pioneer woman cooks: a year of holidays : 140 step-by-step
recipes for simple, scrumptious celebrations
Ree Drummond
The Pioneer Woman Cooks: A Year of Holidays is an all-out
celebration of the scrumptious, mouthwatering recipes that define our
favorite occasions throughout the year. From luck-inducing Hoppin'
John on New Year's Day, to a perfectly savory/sweet Glazed Easter
Ham, to luscious Caramel Apples on Halloween, to a crowd-pleasing
Thanksgiving feast with all the fixins, these pages are positively
brimming with recipes guaranteed to make your holidays deliciously
memorable . . . and memorably delicious!
Twelve different holidays are covered in delectable detail: From New Year's Day to New Year's
Eve . . . and all my favorites in between. Host a party for the Big Game for your football-loving

friends, make Mom a lovely Mother's Day breakfast-in-bed, invite your sweetie to a Valentine's
Day romantic dinner for two . . . or ring in the New Year with a fabulous cocktail party. There's
food, glorious food in this cookbook, and you won't run out of yummy things to make.
I hope you enjoy and devour every page!
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b20890977?searchId=18920573&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Halloween with Matthew Mead
Matthew Mead
Hundreds of frightfully Inspired tricks and treats From clever
decorations to creepy sweets to unique costumes, this big, fat book is
jam-packed with Matthew Mead's deceptively simple crafts and
creations. Top food and craft bloggers also contribute haunted home
makeover projects, quick-and-easy ideas for transforming store-bought
cookies and candy, awesome handmade treat bags, and more
'spook-tacular' things to make, do, and eat in the weeks before, and
throughout all hallows' eve.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b20214121?searchId=18872973&recordIndex=8&
page=1

Frankencrayon
Michael Hall
Ingenuity and surprise rule in this funny and colorful companion to Red:
A Crayon's Story written and illustrated by Michael Hall, the New York
Times-bestselling creator of My Heart Is Like a Zoo.
The crayons are ready to tell the thrilling tale of Frankencrayon. The
costumes are made, the roles are cast, the pages are all set--but then
disaster strikes. Someone has scribbled on the page! Hideous!
Horrifying! The story can't go on! Try as they might, the crayons can't
erase the scribble, and this picture book must be canceled. Until the
crayons playing the title role of Frankencrayon think of a solution, that
is. Michael Hall breaks borders and invites readers behind the scenes with his irresistible, clever
style and bold artwork. A book about seeing beauty in unexpected places and the magic of
storytelling.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b23079903?searchId=18920894&recordIndex=1&
page=1

A Study in Charlotte
Brittany Cavallaro
The first book in a witty, suspenseful new series about a brilliant new
crime-solving duo: the teen descendants of Sherlock Holmes and John
Watson. This clever page-turner will appeal to fans of Maureen Johnson
and Ally Carter.
Jamie Watson has always been intrigued by Charlotte Holmes; after all,
their great-great-great-grandfathers are one of the most infamous pairs in
history. But the Holmes family has always been odd, and Charlotte is no
exception. She's inherited Sherlock's volatility and some of his vices--and
when Jamie and Charlotte end up at the same Connecticut boarding
school, Charlotte makes it clear she's not looking for friends.
But when a student they both have a history with dies under suspicious circumstances, ripped
straight from the most terrifying of the Sherlock Holmes stories, Jamie can no longer afford to
keep his distance. Danger is mounting and nowhere is safe--and the only people they can trust
are each other.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/fdef60f8-a9bd-5f7c-1660-18016346bdaf/Ho
me?searchId=18920922&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

Good Omens
Neil Gaimen
The classic collaboration from the internationally bestselling
authors Neil Gaiman and Terry Pratchett, now a Prime original
series starring Michael Sheen and David Tennant.
"Good Omens . . . is something like what would have
happened if Thomas Pynchon, Tom Robbins and Don DeLillo
had collaborated. Lots of literary inventiveness in the plotting
and chunks of very good writing and characterization. It's a
wow. It would make one hell of a movie. Or a heavenly one. Take your pick."--Washington Post
According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch (the world's only
completely accurate book of prophecies, written in 1655, before she exploded), the world will
end on a Saturday. Next Saturday, in fact. Just before dinner.
So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, Atlantis is rising, frogs are falling, tempers are
flaring. Everything appears to be going according to Divine Plan. Except a somewhat fussy
angel and a fast-living demon--both of whom have lived amongst Earth's mortals since The
Beginning and have grown rather fond of the lifestyle--are not actually looking forward to the
coming Rapture.
And someone seems to have misplaced the Antichrist . .
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/3748cc64-a09b-1882-8e3f-ce74253c20c3/H
ome?searchId=18920954&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

Every Autumn Comes the Bear (picture book)
Jim Arnosky
Each autumn, just before the onset of winter, a bear shows up in the
rugged woodland behind a family farm. Via his simple text and
large-format watercolor paintings, author/illustrator Jim Arnosky
depicts the change of seasons and the ritual of hibernation in "a
beautiful, imaginative, and informative approach to natural history for
the nursery set" (Booklist).
Pika link:

https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/3355f600-ec03-4bcf-f38d-758737a8a2e4/Ho
me?searchId=18920999&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

Los Gatos Black on Halloween (Picture Book)
Marisa Montes
Follow los monstruos and los esqueletos to the Halloween party
Under October's luna , full and bright, the monsters are throwing a
ball in the Haunted Hall. Las brujas come on their broomsticks. Los
muertos rise from their coffins to join in the fun. Los esqueletos rattle
their bones as they dance through the door. And the scariest
creatures of all aren't even there yet!
This lively bilingual Halloween poem introduces young readers to a
spooky array of Spanish words that will open their ojos to the chilling
delights of the season.
Los Gatos Black on Halloween is a 2007 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year, the
winner of the 2008 Pura Belpre Medal for Illustration and a Pura Belpre Honor Book for
Narrative.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b16578235?searchId=18921050&recordIndex=1&
page=1

It’s the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown (picture book)
Charles M. Schulz
Join the PEANUTS gang as they get ready for a night of
trick-or-treating, bobbing for apples, and pumpkin patches. In
this faithful adaptation of It's the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown
, young readers are introduced to the classic tale in a deluxe

Peanuts format--this hardcover edition which makes a stunning addition to any PEANUTS
collection.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/f04e93ef-d1e1-2ec7-9a46-acb169fb6c58/Ho
me?searchId=18921065&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

Little Blue Truck’s Halloween (picture book)
Alice Schertle
Beep! Beep! It's Halloween! Little Blue Truck is picking up his
animal friends for a costume party. Lift the flaps in this large,
sturdy board book to find out who's dressed up in each
costume! Will Blue wear a costume too? With the delightful
rhymes and signature illustration style that made Little Blue
Truck a household name, Blue's new adventure is full of
festive costumes, fall colors, and plenty of Halloween fun!
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b2497481x?searchId=18921092&recordIndex=1&
page=1

In the Middle of Fall (picture book)
Kevin Henkes
From Caldecott Medalist and Newbery Honor author Kevin Henkes
and acclaimed painter Laura Dronzek, the bestselling and
award-winning creators of Birds and When Spring Comes, In the
Middle of Fall is perfect for the very youngest readers.
In the middle of fall, it takes only one gust of wind to turn the whole
world yellow and red and orange. Caldecott Medalist and
award-winning author Kevin Henkes's striking text introduces basic
concepts of language and the unique beauty of the fall season.
Laura Dronzek's expressive paintings illuminate pumpkins, apples,
falling leaves, busy squirrels, and the transformation from colorful autumn to frosty winter.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/672c6499-d826-4734-f54d-71399c870328/H
ome?searchId=18921107&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

Penguin and Pumpkin (picture book)
Salina Yoon

Geisel Honor-winning author/illustrator Salina Yoon's beloved character Penguin helps his
brother in Penguin and Pumpkin-- a charming picture book that's perfect for fall.
Penguin's curiosity about fall sends him on a journey to a faraway farm. But his younger brother
Pumpkin is too little to come along! Can Penguin find a perfect way to bring the joys of the
season back home so Pumpkin can join the fun?
Prolific author/illustrator Salina Yoon's spare text and bright, energetic illustrations bring to life
this endearing story celebrating fall and family in many forms!
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/4ed1e24d-04d9-4f23-66ae-3bafdf655f2f/Ho
me?searchId=18921131&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

Birdie's Happiest Halloween (picture book)
Sujean Rim
Birdie loves the fall. She can't wait to go apple picking with
Mommy and her dog, Monster, wear big fuzzy sweaters, and
play touch football with her friends. But Birdie can't stop
thinking about Halloween! One year she was a robot, and
another she was a mummy-princess. But this year, nothing is
feeling quite right... until Birdie visits her local museum, and is
INSPIRED by everything she finds.
Sujean Rim offers another winning story about being yourself
that's rich with warm fall colors, quirky collage, and hilarious
images of Birdie dressed as everyone from Albert Einstein to Sandra Day O'Connor to the first
female President!
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b24986537?searchId=18921167&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Wonderfall (picture book)
Michael Hall
This beautiful and informative picture book follows a single tree through
the fall season, from the end of summer to winter's first snowfall. A
great read-aloud for home and the classroom by the New York
Times-bestselling creator of My Heart Is Like a Zoo and Red: A
Crayon's Story.
Wonderfall follows a single tree through the changing of the seasons.
People, animals, and vehicles pass in front of the tree, celebrating
holidays, playing in its leaves, and getting ready for winter. Fifteen
combined words (thankful + fall = thankFALL, plentiful + fall =
plentiFALL) underscore the themes and concepts of the season, while the main attraction--the

beautiful tree--drops acorns, loses leaves, and provides food and a home for a pair of scurrying
squirrels. Two full spreads at the back of the book offer additional information about the animals
featured in the book, as well as the science behind squirrels, acorns, and saplings
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b24930441?searchId=18921206&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Full of Fall (picture book)
April Pulley Sayre
Discover the magic--and the science--behind fall leaves with this
companion to the celebrated Raindrops Roll and Best in Snow . With
gorgeous photo illustrations, award-winning author April Pulley
Sayre explores the transformation trees undergo in fall. The book
takes readers through the leaves' initial change from green to red,
yellow, and orange, the shedding of the leaves, and the leaves
crumbling as winter approaches. Extensive back matter explains the
science behind this process to the youngest of budding scientists.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b27840773?searchId=18921223&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Stumpkin (picture book)
Lucy Ruth Cummins
From the critically acclaimed author and illustrator of A Hungry
Lion comes a unique Halloween story about a stemless
pumpkin who dreams of becoming a jack-o-lantern. Stumpkin
is the most handsome pumpkin on the block. He's as orange
as a traffic cone! Twice as round as a basketball! He has no
bad side! He's perfect choice for a Halloween jack-o-lantern.
There's just one problem--Stumpkin has a stump, not a stem.
And no one seems to want a stemless jack-o-lantern for their
window. As Halloween night approaches, more and more of his
fellow pumpkins leave, but poor Stumpkin remains. Will anyone give Stumpkin his chance to
shine?
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b28446677?searchId=18921239&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Pug & Pig Trick-or-Treat (picture book)
Sue Lowell Gallion
Pug and Pig are back for a heartwarming Halloween adventure
in this adorable picture book that's perfect for pet lovers of all
ages. Halloween night has come to Pug and Pig's house, and
the darling duo is sporting matching costumes. The costumes
are cozy. They glow in the dark. And they have masks! There's
only one problem--Pug hates wearing his. So he decides to rip
it up and stay home. But Halloween just isn't any fun for Pig
without Pug! Can Pug find a way to be a good friend and get
back into the Halloween spirit?
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b28042037?searchId=18921257&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Mercy Watson, Princess in Disguise (J Fic)
Kate DiCamillo
Can visions of treats entice a porcine wonder to wear her princess
costume? Hold on for some Halloween havoc, Mercy Watson-style!
When the Watsons decide to zip their porcine wonder into a
formfitting princess dress for Halloween--complete with tiara--they are
certain that Mercy will be beautiful beyond compare. Mercy is equally
certain she likes the sound of trick-or- treating and can picture piles of
buttered toast already. As for the Lincoln Sisters next door, how could
they know that their cat would lead them all on a Halloween "parade"
of hysterical proportions? Kate DiCamillo's beguiling pig is back in a
tale full of treats, tricky turns, hijinks, and high humor.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b16807236?searchId=18921309&recordIndex=1&
page=1

The Monster’s Ring ( J Fic)
Bruce Coville
The Magic Shop Book that started it all is back. Russell is sure that the
ring is just a silly magic trick, but he follows the instructions and twists the
ring twice anyway--and becomes a monster. Illustrations.

Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/b8380feb-759f-72fa-b580-e683bf5547fa/Ho
me?searchId=18921324&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

Stick Dog Craves Candy ( J Fic)
Tom Watson
Perfect for fans of Big Nate, Diary of a Wimpy Kid, and the previous Stick
Dog books, Tom Watson's hilarious series continues with Stick Dog
Craves Candy--a fun Halloween adventure!
Stick Dog and the gang are on their usual hunt for food, but there is
something unusual going on. Little humans are dressed up as creepy
witches and spooky ghosts, all carrying big orange buckets!
Their search leads them to something unexpected and delicious and
sweet--candy! Once they get a taste, they will stop at nothing to get more.
The gang will have to avoid terrifying witches and even escape a creepy
haunted house! Will Stick Dog's smarts, courage, and patience be enough to lead his buddies to
the best treats ever?
Witches, and ghosts, and goblins...and Stick Dog and friends! Oh my!
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b2805152x?searchId=18921347&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Ghoulia ( J Fic)
Barbara Cantini
Ghoulia lives in Crumbling Manor with her Auntie Departed and spends
most of her time playing with Tragedy, her beloved albino greyhound. But
things aren't as easy as they seem for this little zombie girl--all she wants
is a real friend. She tries to venture past the manor's walls, but she can't
hide her pale green skin or the deep purple circles under her eyes. The
other children will be afraid of her, and no one will want to be her friend.
But when Halloween rolls around, Ghoulia hatches a brilliant plan. All the
other, ordinary children will be dressed up like monsters, so Ghoulia can
go out into the town and be entirely herself. In the end, all the kids realize
that Ghoulia is (almost) just like them and learn that friendship can come in many forms.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b28678436?searchId=18921412&recordIndex=1&
page=1

A Babysitter's Guide to Monster Hunting (J Fic)
Joe Ballarini
The Last Kids on Earth meets Goosebumps in this hilarious new series
about a secret society of babysitters who protect kids from the monsters
that really do live under their beds!
When middle schooler Kelly Ferguson's Halloween plans switch from
party-going to babysitting, she thinks the scariest part of her night will be
the death of her social life. But then Baby Jacob gets kidnapped by the
Boogeyman's minions and Kelly learns there's a whole lot more to
childcare than free snacks and Netflix. Like chasing shadow monsters,
drop-kicking Toadies, and mastering monster-fighting moves like the
Naptime Headlock and Playground Punch.
Now, with the help of an ancient handbook and a secret society of butt-kicking babysitters, Kelly
sets out to destroy the Boogeyman before he brings Jacob's nightmares to life. But when the
monsters' trail leads to her school's big Halloween bash, Kelly will have to prove she can save
the world--without totally embarrassing herself in front of her friends.
Packed with black-and-white illustrations and insider secrets from the world of monster hunting,
A Babysitter's Guide to Monster Hunting is full of tricks, treats, and terrifying twists!
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b27900289?searchId=18921442&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Scary Stories for Young Foxes (J Fic)
Christian McKay Heidicker
The haunted season has arrived in the Antler Wood. No fox kit is safe.
When Mia and Uly are separated from their litters, they discover a
dangerous world full of monsters. In order to find a den to call home, they
must venture through field and forest, facing unspeakable things that
dwell in the darkness: a zombie who hungers for their flesh, a witch who
tries to steal their skins, a ghost who hunts them through the snow . . .
and other things too scary to mention.
Featuring eight interconnected stories and sixteen hauntingly beautiful
illustrations, Scary Stories for Young Foxes contains the kinds of
adventures and thrills you love to listen to beside a campfire in the dark of night. Fans of Neil
Gaiman, Jonathan Auxier, and R. L. Stine have found their next favorite book.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/Record/.b29224226?searchId=18921492&recordIndex=1&
page=1

Doll Bones (J Fic)
Holly Black
Discover the Newbery Honor winner Doll Bones , from Holly Black, the
cocreator of the Spiderwick Chronicles. A Kirkus Reviews Best Book. A
School Library Journal Best Book. A Booklist Editor's Choice Books for
Youth. A Publishers Weekly Best Children's Book. A NYPL "100 Titles for
Reading and Sharing." A 2013 Goodreads Choice award nominee. A
People Magazine "Best New Kids Book." Six starred reviews! Winner of a
2014 Newbery Honor Medal. Zach, Poppy, and Alice have been friends
forever. And for almost as long, they've been playing one continuous,
ever-changing game of pirates and thieves, mermaids and warriors.
Ruling over all is the Great Queen, a bone-china doll cursing those who displease her. But they
are in middle school now. Zach's father pushes him to give up make-believe, and Zach quits the
game. Their friendship might be over, until Poppy declares she's been having dreams about the
Queen--and the ghost of a girl who will not rest until the bone-china doll is buried in her empty
grave. Zach and Alice and Poppy set off on one last adventure to lay the Queen's ghost to rest.
But nothing goes according to plan, and as their adventure turns into an epic journey, creepy
things begin to happen. Is the doll just a doll or something more sinister? And if there really is a
ghost, will it let them go now that it has them in its clutches? Doll Bones is a winner of the
Newbery Honor, is the recipient of six starred reviews, was on four Best Book lists, and was
called "perfect" by The New York Times .
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/181496a8-7f7a-17b6-ca65-4b3266d56b10/H
ome?searchId=18921527&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

One for Sorrow: A Ghost Story (J Fic)
Mary Downing Hahn
Against the ominous backdrop of the influenza epidemic of 1918, Elsie,
the class tattletale, liar, and thief, claims the new girl at school, Annie, as
her best friend. But Annie soon makes other friends as well and finds
herself joining them in teasing and tormenting Elsie, who later succumbs
to the epidemic and dies. Elsie is not absent from school long though.
She soon returns there as a ghost, ready to reclaim Annie's friendship
and to punish all the girls who bullied her.
Pika link:
https://broomfield.flatironslibrary.org/GroupedWork/5a31066a-b53f-3941-b710-692f91483745/H
ome?searchId=18921544&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local

